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A. LAY OUT OF DRAINING LINE
A1.  Establish the exact lay out that the draining line will have 
to follow.
A2. Work out the trench sizes, taking into consideration:
• the channel sizes (width x height);
• the thickness for the concrete bed on which the channel will 
lay (please pay attention to the calculation considering also 
the eventual height for the space of the bottom outlet, when 
it is required).

e.g. For the installation of the 4ALL channel with A15 class 
grating, the trench should be 192 mm high (92 mm for the 
channel height + 100 mm for the concrete laying bed) and 
320 mm wide (120 mm for the channel width + 200 mm for 
the side flankings).

N.B. In order to obtain a good concrete, it is advisable to mix 
three parts of sand, one of cement and half a part of water 
(water/ cement ratio=0,5); in this way the concrete will be 
rather “fluid”. In order to enable the concrete to reach the less 
accessible areas, it is advisable to use combined gravel with a 
maximum diameter of 15 mm.

B. OUTLET OPENING
To drain the water, you can use the bottom outlet, that is 
made of 2 halves.
B1. Break the outlet in the special seat with a hammer.
B2. Fit in the two halves and insert the outlet in the channel 
fixing it with the four screws supplied.

C. THE CHANNEL POSITIONING
C1. Proceed with the concrete cast for creating the laying bed 
and wait that the concrete has reached the right consistency 
(one hour at least).
C2. If the draining line requires more than one channel, 
connect the channels by the coupling system “male- female”
C3. Lay the channel on the laying bed.
C4. Link up the drainage pipes to the sewerage.
C5. Level out the channels and the final covering.

N.B. The channels inside the packaging are equipped with the 
gratings already fixed through a special system of protrusions 
in the channel itself. The special coupling system “male- 
female” allows the channels connection without disassembling 
the gratings.

D. FLANKING
Before doing the flanking:
D1. Insert the end caps. 
D2. Create the flanking.

N.B. Be careful to leave enough space without flanking, when 
a final covering (tiles, blockpaving, etc…) is necessary.

D3. The area will be practicable not before 72 hours.

E. CHANNEL CLEANING/ INSPECTION
E1. Take the grating off with lifting it up till the grating will be
released.
E2. Clean the channel.
E3. Apply the grating on the channel fitting the protrusions of 
the channel into the slots along the grating; then make a little 
pressure with the hands until the grating has been fixed to the 
channel.
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